Four Counties Beagle Club
Judging List Criteria

Breed Specialists
A1

Judges who have awarded CC’s in the breed in the last seven years and have the support of the FCBC.

A2

For persons who fulfill all the requirements for the A3. To have achieved the KC Minimum Training Needs for
first time CC judges and whom the FCBC would support to award CC,s in the breed

A3

To have judged Beagles for at least seven years. To have been actively exhibiting in the breed for at least ten
years and to have judged at least 50 classes with a minimum of 200 dogs present and judged over a wide
geographical area PLUS one breed club show. To be the owner or breeder of at least three Beagles in the Stud
Book. To have stewarded on at least twelve occasions to include Open and Championship shows over a
minimum of three years. To have attended a seminar given by a Kennel Club Accredited Trainer, and passed
the relevant examination on Kennel Club Regulations and judging procedure. (KC Policy as of 1/7/2001). To
have attended a seminar given by a Kennel Club Accredited Trainer on Conformation and Movement. (KC Policy
as of 1/7/2001). To have attended at least one breed specific seminar run in accordance with the relevant
Kennel Club Code of Best Practice and passed an examination and/or assessment where applicable (KC Policy
as of 1/7/2001)

B

To have been actively exhibiting in the breed for at least seven years. To have judged a minimum of 20 classes
with a minimum of 60 dogs present and judged during a period of at least 3 years. To have stewarded at Open
or Championship shows on at least eight separate occasions. To have attended at least one breed specific
judging seminar
To have attended a seminar given by a Kennel Club Accredited Trainer, and passed the relevant examination on
Kennel Club Regulations and Judging Procedures.

C

To show an active interest in the breed and have the support of the Four Counties Beagle Club.

Non Breed Specialists
A1

Judges who have awarded CC,s in the breed in the last seven years and have the support of the FCBC.

A2

As A3 and whom the FCBC would support to award CC,s in the breed

A3

To have judged Beagles for a minimum of five years. To have judged at least 50 classes of Beagles with a
minimum of 200 dogs present and judged over a wide geographical area PLUS one breed club show. To also
meet the KC Minimum Approval Criteria for Second and Subsequent Breeds at CC level. To have stewarded for
a minimum of three years and at twelve shows.

B

To have already awarded CC,s preferably in at least one hound breed. To have judged a minimum of 20 classes
of Beagles with a minimum of 80 dogs present and judged. To have passed a breed assessment organised
under the auspices of a Beagle Breed Show. To have stewarded at Open or Championship shows on at least six
separate occasions or to have awarded CC,s preferably in at least one hound breed.

C

To show a positive interest in the breed by attendance at club shows, breed seminars/teach-ins etc. To have
judged a minimum of 20 Beagles. To have stewarded for the breed at open or Championship shows on at least
two occasions

Fulfilling any of the various criteria does not guarantee inclusion on any part of the Four Counties Beagle Club Judging
list.

